
IP Video Surveillance  Take advantage of the network already in place to connect IP video surveillance. 
Strategic installation offers a clear view of people and grounds. A variety of optional features can provide you 
with solutions such as forensic-grade capturing to export features that safeguard evidence.Surveillance systems 
monitor activity and deter would-be criminal acts.

Unified Access Control & Video Surveillance  Assign levels of building and area access based on job function with 
an access control system. Paired with video surveillance, it allows for active facility monitoring and recording 
suspicious activity. Integrating access control and video provides centralized control for easy administration 
and management. Metal detection can be combined with both or individually to prevent armed robberies.

Panic & Duress Notification Systems  Give employees in danger of being held up the power to alert bank 
managers and summons help from first responders with the press of a button.

Bill Traps  Bait bill traps in cash drawers with currency to give tellers and employees a way to trigger a silent 
alarm and/or other security devices simply by removing the last bill in the trap.

Vaults  Safeguard money, valuables, records and documents with state-of-the-art dual authentication 
vault systems.

Time Locks  Prevent access to money in vaults or other high-security containers between specified time periods, 
such as closing to next day’s opening time.

Intrusion Detection Systems  Receive recommendations for the newest options in defense devices, which are 
carefully evaluated based on your financial institution’s needs and layout.

Seismic Sensors  Covertly detect an intrusion of safes, vaults or other areas with seismic sensors that measure 
intensity and duration of sound, touch or vibration.

Installation & Support: New Construction or Systems Upgrade  Work with a security solutions provider with a 
strong commitment to service. From upgrading legacy systems to providing remote support during a critical 
systems issue, you need a reliable and responsive partner, like Kenton Brothers.
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